The main drawbacks of a back propagation algorithm of wavelet neural network (WNN) commonly used in fault diagnosis of power transformers are that the optimal procedure is easily stacked into the local minima and cases that strictly demand initial value. A fault diagnostic method is presented based on a real-encoded hybrid genetic algorithm evolving a WNN, which can be used to optimise the structure and the parameters of WNN instead of humans in the same training process. Through the process, compromise is satisfactorily made among network complexity, convergence and generalisation ability. A number of examples show that the method proposed has good classifying capability for single-and multiple-fault samples of power transformers as well as high fault diagnostic accuracy.
Introduction
Power transformers are major power system equipments which affect not only the electrical energy availability of the area supplied, but also the economical operation of utilities. The major concern about incipient faults in power transformer is that they may decrease the electrical and mechanical integrity of the insulation system. Diagnostic approaches can be divided into two groups: on-line and off-line. A rather successful technique for on-line incipient diagnosis is the dissolved gas analysis. Conventional dissolved gas analysis (DGA) has been in practice for about 30 years and has gained tremendous success. The DGA technique can determine the conditions of transformers from the concentrations of the dissolved gases, gas generation rates, specific gas ratios and the total amount of combustible gases in the oil. Much experience has been gained from the process and several DGA standards have been set up [1 -3] . The major diagnostic gases identified are hydrogen (H 2 ), ethane (CH 4 ), methane (C 2 H 6 ), ethylene (C 2 H 4 ), acetylene (C 2 H 2 ), carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO 2 ).
A serious problem with conventional DGA methods, however, is over reliance on experts. Therefore the diagnosis criteria for interpreting the gases vary among utilities. In the past decade, there has been extensive research on the use of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques to assist the DGA. These investigations include the expert system approach [4] [5] [6] , the fuzzy system approach [7 -9] , the artificial neural network (ANN) approach [10 -12] and so on, based on the diverse gas content in the insulation oil of transformers.
Among these AI methods, the ANN is widely designed to diagnose transformer faults. An important advantage of fault diagnosis based on the ANN is that it can learn directly from the training samples and update its knowledge when necessary. The high nonlinear mapping capability of neurons always provides a comparable and superior performance over a fuzzy system solution. However, although the computational complexity of the ANN is not too high, especially in the fault diagnostic process, it involves certain problems including slow convergence, oscillation and so on, all of which must be resolved before it is practically applied.
Since the wavelet neural network (WNN) was first presented in 1992 [13] , it has attracted much attention in signal analysis and pattern recognition [14 -18] . The WNN is a new approximation tool for fitting nonlinear models by combining wavelet analysis and the ANN. The WNN has combined the advantages of the ANN and wavelet analysis, which possesses not only a wavelet's time frequency locality but also the ANN's ability of learning itself and adapting so that it has stronger capabilities of approximation and fault tolerance than other kinds of ANN.
Genetic algorithm (GA) [19] is a directed random search technique that is widely applied in optimisation problems. The GA can help to find out the optimal solution globally over a domain. This is especially useful for complex optimisation problems in which the number of parameters is large, and analytical solutions are difficult to obtain in the fault diagnosis of power transformers. So this paper presents the evolution of the WNN based on a hybrid genetic algorithm (WNN_GA) to accurately capture the complicated, numerically rich input -output relationships of dissolved gases to corresponding fault types and to improve the disadvantages of existing diagnostic methods.
This paper is organised as follows. The topology of the WNN is introduced in Section 2. The hybrid algorithm combines the GA's elitist strategy and the WNN and is described in Section 3. The application on fault diagnosis of power transformers based on the WNN_GA is shown in Section 4. Some numerical examples are given in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are derived in the last section. Wavelet neural network
In this paper, the WNN is designed as a three-layer structure with an input layer, a hidden layer (including a wavelet layer and a weighting layer) and an output layer. Fig. 1 depicts the structure diagram of the three-layer network.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the input data vector x is connected to the input layer of the network, which is expressed as x ¼ [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k , . . . , x m ] where m is the number of the input variables and x k the kth input variable. The input variables are the diverse dissolved gases or the ratios of specified gases.
The activation functions of the wavelet nodes in the wavelet layer are derived from a mother wavelet c(x) [ L 2 (R), which represents the collection of all measurable functions in the real space, satisfying the admissibility condition [20] ð
where ĉ (v) indicates the Fourier transform of c (x). Then, the function of c (x) can become the mother wavelet with a dilation a and a translation b
where Z indicates integers. Via the operation of the dilation coefficient a and translation coefficient b, the wavelet of (2) possesses superior location performance in both time and frequency. In this proposed network, the function of Gauss is selected as the mother wavelet, which is defined as c(x) ¼ xe 
Fig . 1 shows thatŷ 1 , . . . ,ŷ i , . . . ,ŷ N are the outputs of the network, w ij the weight connecting the ith output layer node and the jth hidden layer node, v jk the weight connecting the jth hidden layer node and the kth input layer node. So we can obtain the output function of the wavelet network
The study principle of the WNN usually adopts a back-propagation (BP) algorithm of the batch processing [16] . Namely, the network's learning process is constituted with a forward transmission calculation course and back adjusting parameters to minimise the following error function (5)
Hybrid genetic algorithm optimising wavelet neural network
The GA has been known as a global search algorithm for optimal solution. In this paper, the proposed hybrid GA based on real-encoding chromosomes to adjust the network structure parameters (dilation and translation) and connection weights of a WNN, which is described as follows.
Encoding and initialisation
One of the key problems in the GA is the encoding problem. Some potential individuals are coded as a vector called chromosome, the elements of which are called genes and are situated in well-defined positions. The conventional GA incorporates a population of genes in a binary representation (i.e. 1 and 0 s), namely, an encoding function translates the decision variables into a binary string, and a decoding function translates the binary strings back into the decision variables. However, there is some discretisation error in this course, which can lead to an error in the nonlinear mapping of the network inputs and outputs.
We real-encoded network parameters and network structure to make up gene strings. As shown in Fig. 2 , a vector X i represents the ith chromosome corresponding to the ith hidden layer node, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , M, where M is the largest number of hidden layer nodes. 1] indicates existence of the ith hidden layer node and according to our experience, this wavelet neuron can exist When s (i) ! 0.5.
Fitness function
An important step is to confirm suitable fitness function, which needs to be some absolute minimum or maximum value to optimise the network. This paper sets the reciprocal value f of the error function (5) to represent the fitness value associated with the individual
To achieve the minimum error of the WNN and the best WNN_GA model, we can maximise the fitness value for reproduction. 
Selection strategy
There are various methods for choosing the individuals to reproduce. One of the best-known criteria for random choice is roulette wheel selection. This paper adopts a proportion selection operation q Â f i / P f i and obtains the i-th individual selection probability value of the next generation, where f i is the fitness value and q the colony number. Individuals who have higher selection value will have more chance for the following crossover and mutation operations.
Adaptive crossover and adaptive mutation
Because of the real-encoded chromosomes, we introduce an adaptive crossover probability P c (7) and an adaptive mutation probability P m (8) respectively.
where f c max , f m max , f c min and f m min are the biggest and smallest fitness values in crossover and mutation parent individuals, which make P c and P m change adaptively with the fitness function of solutions. In addition, the adjustment factor A can accelerate the convergence, which is chosen by a value of 9.90 to obtain better results after numerous experiments. Define the offspring individuals of crossover operations x tþ1 i and x tþ1 j as the following formulas (9) and (10) . So the GA can select two parent individuals x i t and x j t of the WNN chromosome strings to produce offspring.
where t is the generation of chromosomes according to the above selection strategy.
Differing from the NOT-operation of conventional mutation, this paper carries out the following operation
where 1] is the uniformly distributed random value.
Elitist strategy
Since the GA is a kind of random optimisation algorithm and its directivity is poor, and hence encountering problems to optimise a large or complex system such as the fault diagnostic system of a power transformer will make the search space enormous, which could lead to slow convergence speed. The elitist strategy is an effective method of saving early solutions by ensuring the survival of the fittest strings in each generation, which puts the best chromosomes of the older generation into the new generation to improve the shortcomings of the conventional GA.
Fault diagnosis of power transformer based on WNN_GA

Input and output pattern
The six characteristic gases used to judge a power transformer's faults are H 2 , CH 4 , C 2 H 4 , C 2 H 6 , C 2 H 2 and total hydrocarbon. (TH, the summation of CH 4 , C 2 H 4 , C 2 H 6 and C 2 H 2 ), which are set as the corresponding input vector: [x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 , x 6 ]. To avoid the input vector being too big and fully distill the data information effectively, we use fuzzy technology to preprocess the data of these gases. According to expert experience, Table 1 shows the attention values of these gases (mL/L). We can calculate the membership function values as network input vectors according to the Sigmoid function (12) .
where x i and x ia indicate the ith gas measurement value and attention value, respectively, y i is the WNN input vectors. Referring to the modified IEC criterion, the network output vector adopts six single-fault modes: the low temperature overheating (T1 , 3008C), the middle temperature overheating (T2 300 -7008C), the high temperature overheating (T3 . 7008C), the part discharge or damp (D1), low energy discharge (D2) and high energy discharge (D3). Generally speaking, the fault types of power transformer include single-and multi-fault types. The multi-fault types combining certain single-fault types mainly involve: overheating and high energy discharge (M1), overheating and low energy discharge (M2), low and high temperature overheating (M3) [21] .
Samples
Six hundred typical DGA records and corresponding fault results (single-and multi-fault types) under different ratings, voltage levels, manufacturers, operating conditions, age, loading history and so on are provided to train and test the WNN_GA proposed. Table 2 specifies the composition of the 300 training samples for ten types of faults of power transformers, whereas we use the WNN_GA to recognise the other 300 testing samples for faults. Table 3 specifies the parameter settings of the WNN and the GA in this paper.
Parameters and fault diagnosis steps
The evolutionary process causes initial solutions to move towards the optimal point over some generations. Fig. 3 is the flow chart for construction and steps of the proposed algorithm to adjust the WNN parameters and structure based on the hybrid GA optimisation. T1  T2  T3  PD  D1  D2  M1  M2  M3   100  20  20  30  25  25  30  15  20  15 5
Numerical examples
The WNN_GA is developed on a PC Pentium-4 2.0 GHz in MATLAB programming language based on the above 600 training and testing records.
WNN_GA detecting faults for training data
In the WNN_GA, the WNN trained by 300 input samples generates corresponding fault types, whereas the GA optimises the network structure and parameters. We can perform the mean error curve based on the WNN_GA as in Fig. 4 .
To better explain the GA optimising the WNN for diagnostic performance, under the same conditions, we use conventional ANN and the WNN based on the BP algorithm to obtain the mean error curves as in Figs. 5 and 6 , respectively.
From Figs. 4 to 6, there are significant differences about network training, convergence speed, fault diagnostic accuracy and mean error of the three algorithms.
1. Comparing with ANN and WNN, the WNN_GA has better stability and convergence performances in fault diagnosis. Fig. 5 shows that the ANN based on 15 neurons in the hidden layer reach a mean error of 107.8264 after 1000 iterations. For this algorithm, although the training results are finally converged, the mean error value and convergence iterations are unacceptable in fault diagnosis. The reasons are that the BP algorithm can provide a simple method for ANN training; however, there is a problem of search space trapping in local minima so that results cannot easily obtain optimal solutions. In addition, to receive the estimated value of the gradient, the BP carries on the gradient of all samples on average in network training, which neglects the individual differences of training samples and reduces the study sensitivity. 2. Fig. 6 shows the results of the WNN training based on 15 hidden layer nodes, which brings the mean error from an initial value of 4.1003 down to 0.3132 after 420 iterations. The training results of the WNN is obviously better than the ANN on the convergence property and robustness as the WNN inherits learning ability of a neural network and localisation characteristics of wavelet transform, but the mean error curve of the WNN appears with two huge oscillations which are not good for more data learning and training. This is because when the solution space of WNN based on BP is relatively flat, the correction of weights will become small and lead to large iterations, and the training process will become very slow and appear with oscillations. 3. As shown in Fig. 4 , the mean error curve of the WNN_GA has dropped significantly in the evolution of the third generation and performed good convergence, that is, its last mean error reaches 0.02535 in the 38th generation and obtains the best performance. This is because that the GA does need not the differential of objective function but only the fitness function values when optimising the group points of solution space. 4. On the choice of hidden layer nodes, that is optimising network structure, the WNN_GA is superior to other methods as in Table 4 . The reason is that the WNN_GA does not carry on the network structure and weights separately, but deals with whole gene strings. So it can reduce the number of network hidden layer nodes from 15 to 10 and locate a good region in the parameter space to improve the diagnostic performance.
WNN_GA recognising faults for testing data
The WNN and the WNN_GA which have completed training take 812 and 831 s to identify 300 faults of testing samples, respectively. Because the GA has optimised and decreased the network structure and parameters, the testing time of the WNN_GA to identify faults is reduced to a large extent and its training time is almost equal to that of the WNN. From the Table 5 , we list some results and corresponding reasons as follows:
1. The WNN and the WNN_GA diagnostic accuracy for the testing samples are over 85%, which are satisfactory and considered acceptable. This is because the WNN inherits the learning ability of a neural network and localisation characteristics of a wavelet transform, in which a hidden layer draws the characteristics from the input samples and the output layer carries on the mode classification of input samples. So it has good convergence property and robustness to be suitable for fault diagnosis. The WNN_GA obtains higher diagnostic accuracy of 92% and shows more excellent classification ability, which may be because of the fact that the WNN has the ability of identifying complex nonlinear systems such as in power transformer fault detection; then the GA has been used as a kind of overall search optimisation method for system optimisation. 2. The WNN and the WNN_GA recognise the faults of high temperature overheating and high energy discharge and both exceed 90% in accuracy. The reason for the high diagnostic accuracy may be that the mapping of typical gases and the corresponding fault types is clearly defined, when the two types of power transformer faults occur. This finding confirms that the two methods have better ability of identifying and classifying the two type of faults. 3. When multi-faults occur, there are much more complex gas ingredients in the power transformer. Since these ingredients mutually interfere in the WNN and the WNN_GA, it would be difficult to obtain certain specific fault characters and identify the nonlinear mapping of inputs and outputs. So the WNN and the WNN_GA exhibit lower diagnostic accuracy than the final total diagnostic accuracy as shown in Table 5 .
Conclusions
As a complex nonlinear system composed by gas inputs and fault-type outputs, the state of the power transformer is very uncertain and unpredictable, whereas some problems exist in the BP algorithm of the WNN such as slow convergence, searching space tapping in local minima and oscillation. To resolve these problems, the WNN_GA algorithm combining the GA with the WNN for dissolved gas analysis of power transformers has been proposed in this paper. In the novel method, the WNN has been applied to recognise and model on the system according to its high approximation to identify complex nonlinear systems; then the GA as a kind of overall search optimisation method has been used to optimise the WNN. Finally, a comparative study of fault diagnostic accuracy based on the ANN, the WNN and WNN_GA has been presented. We can find that the WNN_GA shows the best performance and is the satisfactory fault diagnostic method for power transformers through a hybrid GA adjusting the WNN.
